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Alzheimer’s disease is a condition that affects the brain, changes
the way people act and behave, and makes it difficult for them to
remember. Lots of research has shown that older adults who get more
brain exercise are better able to fight this disease. Why does brain
exercise protect against Alzheimer’s disease? One hypothesis (idea)
is that brain exercise makes the right hemisphere (side) of the brain
stronger, and this stronger right hemisphere helps protect people
against Alzheimer’s disease. We ran a study to test this. Older adults
performed a computer task which allowed us to check whether the
right side of the brain was stronger than the left side. We found that
people who get more brain exercise had stronger right hemispheres.
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These results help us to better understand why people who do lots
of brain exercise are better protected against Alzheimer’s disease. We
hope to use this important information to develop interventions to
help fight against Alzheimer’s disease.

WHAT IS ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE?

NEURON
A particular type of
nerve cell found in the
brain. Neurons can
communicate with
each other.

PROTEINS
The building blocks that
help cells (including
neurons) form and
function correctly.

AMYLOID PLAQUES
One of the signs of
Alzheimer’s disease in
the brain. These are
sticky clumps of
proteins that build up
outside the neurons,
causing them to die.
The body cannot break
down these plaques in
the brain, so they build
up and get bigger.

NEUROFIBRILLARY
TANGLES
These are another sign
of Alzheimer’s disease
in the brain. Unlike
plaques, tangles occur
inside the neurons.
They make the neurons
deformed and prevent
them from doing their
jobs.

Alzheimer’s disease is a condition that affects a person’s brain. It can
be a bit puzzling to be around someone with this disease. They do not
look like they are sick, but they often forget things, such as words they
want to use, where they put their keys, or even the names of people
they know very well. When people have Alzheimer’s disease, it can
often change the way they act and behave. Because a person’s brain
is damaged from the disease, it becomes difficult for that person to
process and understand the world in the same way that he or she used
to. Alzheimer’s is a degenerative condition, which sadly means that the
condition gets worse over time. The older you get, the higher your risk
for Alzheimer’s disease. Because people live much longer now than they
did hundreds of years ago, Alzheimer’s is getting more and more common. Experts believe that by the year 2050, 135.5 million people in the
world will have this disease. That is three times more than the amount
of people who have it right now! Because of this drastic increase, lots of
scientists (like us) are trying to find ways to reduce or stop this disease.
Alzheimer’s disease got its name because the German scientist who
discovered it was named “Alois Alzheimer.” The brain is made up of
approximately 100 billion cells, called neurons. People who have
Alzheimer’s disease have an unusually high build-up of certain types
of protein in their neurons, which causes abnormalities called amyloid
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (often just called plaques and
tangles). These abnormalities make it difficult for the brain to do its
job properly. Scientists believe that plaques and tangles make it difficult
for people with Alzheimer’s disease to use their brains in certain ways.

WHAT IS BRAIN EXERCISE AND HOW DO WE KNOW IT HELPS
PROTECT OLDER ADULTS AGAINST ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE?
Researchers worldwide are trying to understand how we can fight
Alzheimer’s disease. A lot of money has been spent to find medicine
that may help to cure it, but sadly nothing has been found to work well,
yet. However, we know there are other things people can do to help
fight Alzheimer’s, and one of these is brain exercise.
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There are lots of ways that people can exercise their brains. When we
are younger, we get so much brain exercise, because we are constantly
learning so many new things! For example, at school alone, we learn
how to read, count, spell, behave well in class, play with other children
of our age, talk politely to the teacher, and read a neuroscience article.
You can find other examples of brain exercise in Figure 1.
It has been shown in many, many studies that older adults who have had
more brain exercise in their lives are better protected against Alzheimer’s
disease. How do scientists know this? Some generous people donate
their brains to science, so that when they die, scientists can examine their brains for research. Scientists examining brains post-mortem
(which means after-death) can measure exactly how much Alzheimer’s
disease someone has, by looking at how many plaques and tangles
there are). These studies have shown that people who have the very
same amount of Alzheimer’s disease in their brains may be affected
by the disease very differently. One person might be very forgetful,
will do very badly on the memory tests taken in a doctor’s office, and
will behave in unusual ways. Another person with the same amount of
damage in the brain might seem completely fine and do very well on
the memory tests. So, why is this? Brain exercise! The scientists found
that those people with lots of plaques and tangles, who did not show
Alzheimer’s symptoms before they died, usually had more brain exercise during their lives.
Figure 1
Different types of brain
exercise may help
protect against
Alzheimer’s disease.
Here are just a few
examples of ways to
exercise the brain, such
as learning how to
read, gardening,
playing a new
instrument, and
socializing with friends.
It is important to know
that many different
types of brain exercise
can be good for the
brain. The important
thing is that they are
making us use the
“cognitive processes”
described in Figure 2.

Figure 1
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HEMISPHERE
The brain is divided into
two halves, which are
referred to as
hemispheres (the word
comes from Greek and
literally translates to
half a sphere).

COGNITIVE
PROCESS
The term used to
describe all of the tools
we use to think.
Examples of cognitive
processes are paying
attention
(concentrating), making
judgments (“is my
orange bigger than
John’s apple?”),
remembering (“The
capital of Ireland is
Dublin”), reasoning
(“The butter is melted
and the milk tastes
horrible, perhaps the
fridge is broken”), and
so on.

COMPENSATE
To put in extra work to
reduce the negative
impact of something.
Even though there
might be Alzheimer’s
disease-related
damage (plaques and
tangles) in certain parts
of the brain, if the
frontal regions are
strong they can
compensate for this
damage.
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It is important to mention that, even though keeping the brain sharp,
fit, and healthy helps someone have a better chance of fighting off
Alzheimer’s disease, it does not mean that person is completely protected against getting the disease. A person with a lot of plaques and
tangles will eventually start to be affected by the condition. This is similar
to getting a cold; in the winter, if you wrap up well, stay warm, take the
right vitamins, wash your hands regularly, and get lots of sleep, then
you are less likely to get a cold. However, sometimes you may still get
sick, and this is not your fault.
So, if science has already shown that brain exercise protects against
Alzheimer’s disease, then why are we doing another research study? What
we still do not know is why brain exercise protects against the disease.
What are the helpful changes within the brain when we do brain exercise?
The brain is made up of different regions, and each region is specialized for a certain function. For example, there are brain regions that
are best for listening, seeing, understanding, speaking, and controlling
movement.
The brain is made of two hemispheres (halves). Each half has different
parts that look similar but do slightly separate things and are responsible
for different cognitive processes. For example, in both halves of the
brain, there is an area called the frontal cortex. The frontal cortex on
the left side of the brain is primarily responsible for language (talking,
reading, and understanding others when they talk). The frontal cortex
on the right side is more important for paying attention, staying focused,
and monitoring mistakes.
In 2014, Ian (one of the authors, see the author biography) came up with
a hypothesis (idea) about how brain exercise affects the brain and makes
people better able to fight against Alzheimer’s disease [1]. The hypothesis was that brain exercise might help compensate for Alzheimer’s
disease by making the right hemisphere of the brain stronger. You can
read more about this hypothesis in Figure 2.

WHAT DID WE WANT TO KNOW FROM OUR EXPERIMENT?
We decided to check whether Ian’s hypothesis was correct by running
an experiment [2]. We specifically wanted to check whether people
who had more brain exercise had, like Ian suspected, stronger right
hemispheres. In this experiment, we invited people between the ages
of 65 and 85 to come visit us at our university (Trinity College Dublin)
in Dublin, Ireland.
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Figure 2
What cognitive
processes does the
brain use during brain
exercise? When we
exercise our brains, we
typically use five
“cognitive processes”
shown in green in this
figure. Chess is one
example of an activity
that will use these
cognitive processes,
but other examples
include learning an
instrument, learning at
school, and many other
types of brain exercise
(see Figure 1). All five
cognitive processes use
the right hemisphere,
so doing brain exercise
strengthens networks
within the right side of
the brain. Ian thinks the
reason brain exercise
may help protect
people from brain
diseases when they are
older are because it
strengthens the right
hemisphere.

Figure 2

The things we wanted to know were:
(a) How much exercise had their brains been getting?
When these people came in, we asked them lots of questions about
what they did in their lives. You can see the whole questionnaire [3],
but here are some examples of these questions: For every question, we asked them first if they did the activity, and then how often
they did it.
Do you drive? Do you do any artistic activity, like playing an instrument, painting, or writing? Do you read books? Do you have any
pets? Do you knit? Do you do gardening? Do you spend time with
your grandchildren?
(b) 
Are these people’s right hemispheres stronger than the left
hemispheres?
To examine if the right hemisphere of the brain was stronger than the
left, we used a computer test. Before describing this test, it is important
for you to understand how your brain sees the world (see Figure 3).
When information comes into your eyes from the left side of the
world, your eyes send this information to the right hemisphere of
the brain. The opposite happens with information from the right
side of the world, which is sent to your left hemisphere.
In our experiment, the older adults saw letters on a computer screen.
There were always four letters. The most important thing about the test
was that the letters appeared either on the right side of the computer
screen (so that information would be sent to the left hemisphere), or the
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Figure 3
The computer task we
use to assess whether
the right or the left
hemisphere of the
brain is stronger. We
know that, when we
look at things on the
left-hand side, the right
side of the brain is
working hard. The
opposite is true too:
when we process
things on the righthand side, the left side
of the brain is working
hard. In our
experiment, we asked
older adults to look at a
computer screen.
Letters appeared either
on the left or right side
of the screen, and the
people called out as
many letters they
could, while ignoring
the nonsense letters
that appeared at the
same time. If a person
identified more letters
on the left-hand side,
compared with the
right-hand side of the
screen that meant that
the person’s right
hemisphere was
stronger. In contrast, if
a person identified
more letters on the
right-hand side of the
screen, compared with
the left-hand side that
meant the person had
a stronger left
hemisphere.

Figure 3

left side (so that information would be sent to the right hemisphere). The
letters appeared on the computer screen very quickly, and our participants only saw them for a very short time. The participants called out as
many letters as they could. Sometimes, we showed the participants the
letters for very short times so that it was very difficult to see them. Other
times, we showed the letters for slightly longer times. The participants
really had to concentrate, that is, challenge their brains! This test was
created in Denmark by an experimental psychologist and mathematician
named Professor Claus Bundesen [4]. We used a computer program
to do some advanced math calculations, to check whether the study
participants were better at seeing the letters when they appeared on
the right side (which would mean a stronger left hemisphere) or the
left side (which would mean a stronger right hemisphere).

WHAT DID WE FIND?
What were our results? We found that older adults who get more brain
exercise see things faster on the left side of the screen, compared with
the right side of the screen. The more brain exercise an older adult has
gotten during his or her lifetime, the stronger the right hemisphere
becomes.
This was an exciting result, because it suggests that brain exercise does
strengthen the right hemisphere, and perhaps this is why brain exercise
protects against Alzheimer’s disease.
What should we do next? This is only a small piece of the jigsaw puzzle. Now we know that the right hemisphere is stronger in older adults
who get more brain exercise. The next question is which parts of the
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right hemisphere are most important? For this question, it would be
very helpful to use an imaging device called an MRI machine to take
pictures of the brain before, during, and after brain exercise. These
pictures would give us more detailed knowledge about exactly what
changes in the brain with brain exercise.
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We are a bunch of inquisitive sixth graders from Reno, Nevada. We love it here in
the high desert where we hike, bike, and read along the shores of the fabulous Lake
Tahoe. Our classes, along with our wonderful science mentor, reviewed this article
and were fascinated by the study and its results. We are the Huskies!
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